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This paper mainly research on the traditional mass media how to use and exploit 
the online resource. The research method is made of speculative theory and empirical 
study involving literature, survey and case studies. Meanwhile there is a lot of data to 
measure the current situation and problems of the exploitation and utilization of 
traditional mass media to the internet information. So the paper propose some 
standard of selecting the online information and how to use and exploit it. 
The internet changes the way that people transfer and share the information. The 
environment that that journalists of traditional mass media get information source also 
changed. The paper focus on the relevant research at home and abroad. And it also 
analysis the utilization of traditional mass media to the online resource and its 
problem. On the other hand, it states the evaluation and standard of the network 
information resources. Finally, the paper shows the thinking about how the traditional 
mass media to guide the internet information flow. The author want to give some 
reference to the traditional mass media about how to judge and exploit the network 
information. 
There are six chapters in this paper. And it also provides a appendix of the 
questionnaire about “How Traditional Mass Media use and exploit the internet 
information resource”. 
The first chapter explain the purpose and significance of this paper. This chapter 
illustrate the research methods. The reporters of traditional mass media can get some 
information instantly by the internet. It improves the efficiency of their work and 
changes the way that they collect the information and interview. All of the reporters 
have the same chance to get the information from all over the world. And they can use 
the data on different kinds of subject, then exploit news value in the data. But when 
the traditional mass media use the information, they should set up a mechanism to 
select and arrange the information. 
The second chapter review the arguments about competition between traditional 
mass media and the internet at home and abroad. Write a summary about the research 















online information resource by researchers in and abroad. After the emergence of the 
internet , lots of experts have judged the advantages and disadvantages between the 
traditional mass media and the internet. Many scholars also did some survey on the 
utilization of online resource to analysis its development trends . 
The third chapter discusses the environment change of the traditional mass media 
when the internet appear on the horizon. The traditional mass media face a big 
challenge of the internet. Online information can transfer quickly and internet 
contents huge data. The interaction on line can be frequently. Those traditional mass 
media can’t match. So it forces the traditional mass media to review its way of 
collecting, selecting, handling and transfer the news information. 
The forth chapter describe the current situation of how the traditional mass media 
use the online information in our country. And find out some problems. Although the 
reporters of the traditional mass media have paid attention to using the online resource, 
there are still some problems about effective use of the information. It needs to 
establish standards of judging and selecting the online information. 
The fifth chapter discusses how the traditional mass media to select and judge the 
internet information. This chapter analysis the reliability, authority, objectivity, 
accuracy, timeliness of the network information from its content and form. Then it 
discusses the standards of judging online information. 
The sixth chapter talks about the pattern and points of using internet information 
and the traditional mass media how to guide the online information. Traditional mass 
media publish news information is slowly than the internet. But it can focus on the 
depth report and investigative reports. The traditional mass media should concentrate 
on the reliability, authority, objectivity of the news information. The online 
information often present a piece of the truth. Even there are lots of rumors and false 
news online. But the traditional mass media have the ability to excavate and find out 
the truth, identify the context, distinguish the real one and guide the public opinion. 
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第二节  国内外研究综述 
哥伦比亚大学新闻研究院 2001 年的一项调查显示，美国传统媒体记者的网




1998 年 5 月，中国社会科学院新闻与传播研究所也曾经对《人民日报》、《新
华社》、《中国日报》的记者使用计算机和互联网的情况做过一项调查，在这份《新
闻记者的网络使用》报告中显示，有 36.7%的人没有使用过互联网查询新闻背景
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